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Idle Finance
This smart contract audit was prepared by Quantstamp, the protocol for securing smart contracts.

Executive Summary
Type
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Timeline
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EVM
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Languages

Javascript

Methods

Architecture Review, Unit Testing, Functional
Testing, Computer-Aided Verification,
Manual Review

Specification

High Risk

The issue puts a large number of users’
sensitive information at risk, or is reasonably
likely to lead to catastrophic impact for client’s
reputation or serious financial implications for
client and users.

Medium Risk

The issue puts a subset of users’ sensitive
information at risk, would be detrimental for
the client’s reputation if exploited, or is
reasonably likely to lead to moderate financial
impact.

Low Risk

The risk is relatively small and could not be
exploited on a recurring basis, or is a risk that
the client has indicated is low-impact in view
of the client’s business circumstances.

Informational

The issue does not post an immediate risk, but
is relevant to security best practices or
Defence in Depth.

Undetermined

The impact of the issue is uncertain.

Unresolved

Acknowledged the existence of the risk, and
decided to accept it without engaging in
special efforts to control it.

Acknowledged

The issue remains in the code but is a result of
an intentional business or design decision. As
such, it is supposed to be addressed outside
the programmatic means, such as: 1)
comments, documentation, README, FAQ; 2)
business processes; 3) analyses showing that
the issue shall have no negative
consequences in practice (e.g., gas analysis,
deployment settings).

Resolved

Adjusted program implementation,
requirements or constraints to eliminate the
risk.

Mitigated

Implemented actions to minimize the impact
or likelihood of the risk.
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Goals

Repository

Commit
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937f989

• Do functions have proper access
control logic?
• Are there centralized components of
the system which users should be aware?
• Do the contracts adhere to best
practices?

Changelog

• 2019-12-13 - Initial report
• 2019-12-19 - Revised report based on
commit 9732bc
• 2020-01-30 - Revised report based on
commit c6fa71c
• 2020-01-30 - Revised report based on
commit bcb6f09
• 2020-04-09 - Revised report based on
commit a71a706
• 2020-04-22 - Revised report based on
commit 64f22d0
• 2020-04-24 - Revised report based on
commit fefd01d
• 2020-04-27 - Revised report based on
commit 7d3b7e4
• 2020-05-15 - Revised report based on
commit 93d3429
• 2020-05-18 - Revised report based on
commit f9c02d1

Total Issues

13 (11 Resolved)

High Risk Issues

0 (0 Resolved)

Medium Risk Issues

1 (1 Resolved)

Low Risk Issues

1 (1 Resolved)

Informational Risk Issues

9 (7 Resolved)

Undetermined Risk Issues

2 (2 Resolved)

Summary of Findings
The Idle contracts are generally well documented and well designed. Our main concerns below relate to centralized components of the system, and
ensuring that users are aware of the roles and responsibilities of the Idle Finance team as owners of the smart contracts. We also noted some
potential access control issues associated with rebalancing, which may lead to sub-optimal token allocations.
Update: Idle Finance has addressed our concerns as of commit bcb6f09.
Update 2: Recently, several attacks have occurred on bZx/Fulcrum (for reference, see Attack 1 and Attack 2), allowing lenders to create highly
under-collateralized loans. Since Fulcrum is one of the underlying protocols that Idle may lend on, we recommend investigating these attacks to
determine how much impact this may have on the Idle protocol. It may be prudent to temporarily disable Fulcrum as a potential lending platform
until the full extent of the issues has been investigated. As a simple approach, we believe this could be accomplished in the following manner:
1. Deploy a new "dummy" wrapper contract that returns zero whenever nextSupplyRate()or nextSupplyRateWithParams() are invoked.
This essentially ensures that the rebalancer will always favor other wrappers when calculating the allocations.
2. As the owner, invoke IdleToken.setProtocolWrapper("fulcrum address", "dummy wrapper address").
Note that we also recommend adding additional tests to ensure that supply rates equal to zero do not cause any adverse affects.
Update 3: We have reviewed version 3 of the contracts based on commit a71a706. Our audit focused on the new wrapper contracts associated with
Aave and DyDx, and the new IdleTokenV3 and IdleRebalancerV3. We noted several new sources of centralization, parts of the code which
required further documentation, and possible gas-constant related issues. We recommend addressing these concerns before deploying the V3
contracts to production.
Update 4: Several of our concerns have been addressed as of commit 64f22d0.
Update 5: Our concerns have been addressed as of commit fefd01d.
Update 6: All concerns have been addressed as of commit 7d3b7e4.
Update 7: Quantstamp has reviewed updates to the contracts as of commit 93d3429.
Update 8: Quantstamp has reviewed updates as of commit f9c02d1.
Disclaimer: The contracts IdleRebalancerV3USDT.sol and IdleTokenV3USDT.sol have not be reviewed.

ID

Description

Severity

Status

QSP-1

Centralization of Power

Medium

Fixed

QSP-2

Missing onlyIdle modifier on mint() and redeem()

Low

Fixed

QSP-3

Gas Usage / for Loop Concerns

Informational Fixed

QSP-4

Clone-and-Own

Informational Fixed

QSP-5

Unlocked Pragma

Informational Fixed

QSP-6

Undocumented magic constants

Informational Fixed

QSP-7

Use of ABIEncoderV2 still experimental

Informational Fixed

QSP-8

Unchecked constructor and setter address arguments

Informational Fixed

QSP-9

Allowance Double-Spend Exploit

Informational Acknowledged

QSP-10

Function rebalance() may be blocked due to Fulcrum failure

Informational Fixed

QSP-11

Security of Idle contracts is dependent on underlying lending
protocols

Informational Acknowledged

QSP-12

newIdleToken() may overwrite
underlyingToIdleTokenMap[_token]

Undetermined Fixed

QSP-13

Gas constants may be affected by new EVM forks

Undetermined Fixed

Quantstamp Audit Breakdown
Quantstamp's objective was to evaluate the repository for security-related issues, code quality, and adherence to specification and best practices.
Possible issues we looked for included (but are not limited to):
• Transaction-ordering dependence
• Timestamp dependence
• Mishandled exceptions and call stack limits
• Unsafe external calls
• Integer overflow / underflow
• Number rounding errors
• Reentrancy and cross-function vulnerabilities
• Denial of service / logical oversights
• Access control
• Centralization of power
• Business logic contradicting the specification
• Code clones, functionality duplication
• Gas usage
• Arbitrary token minting
Methodology
The Quantstamp auditing process follows a routine series of steps:
1.

Code review that includes the following
i.

Review of the specifications, sources, and instructions provided to Quantstamp to make sure we understand the size, scope, and functionality
of the smart contract.

ii.

Manual review of code, which is the process of reading source code line-by-line in an attempt to identify potential vulnerabilities.

iii.

Comparison to specification, which is the process of checking whether the code does what the specifications, sources, and instructions
provided to Quantstamp describe.

2.

Testing and automated analysis that includes the following:
i.

Test coverage analysis, which is the process of determining whether the test cases are actually covering the code and how much code is
exercised when we run those test cases.

ii.
3.

Symbolic execution, which is analyzing a program to determine what inputs cause each part of a program to execute.

Best practices review, which is a review of the smart contracts to improve efficiency, effectiveness, clarify, maintainability, security, and control
based on the established industry and academic practices, recommendations, and research.

4.

Specific, itemized, and actionable recommendations to help you take steps to secure your smart contracts.

Toolset
The notes below outline the setup and steps performed in the process of this audit.
Setup
Tool Setup:
• Truffle v4.1.12
• SolidityCoverage v0.5.8
• Mythril v0.2.7
• Slither v0.6.6
Steps taken to run the tools:
1. Installed Truffle: npm install -g truffle
2. Installed the solidity-coverage tool (within the project's root directory): npm install --save-dev solidity-coverage
3. Ran the coverage tool from the project's root directory: ./node_modules/.bin/solidity-coverage
4. Installed the Mythril tool from Pypi: pip3 install mythril
5. Ran the Mythril tool on each contract: myth -x path/to/contract
6. Installed the Slither tool: pip install slither-analyzer
7. Run Slither from the project directory: slither .s

Assessment
Findings
QSP-1 Centralization of Power
Severity: Medium Risk
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleFulcrum.sol, IdleRebalancer.sol, IdleCompound.sol, IdleTokenV3.sol, IdleRebalancerV3.sol
Description: Smart contracts will often have owner variables to designate the person with special privileges to make modifications to the smart
contract.
In several contracts, the associated tokens may be changed by the owner. If the balances of the contracts are non-zero, users may not be able to
retrieve funds or interact with the contract in a proper manner. In particular:
• In IdleFulcrum and IdleCompound, tokens may be updated by setToken() and setUnderlying().
• In IdleRebalancer.sol, setIdleToken(), setCToken(), setIToken(), setCTokenWrapper(), and setITokenWrapper() may
update underlying addresses.
• In IdleTokenV3 and IdleRebalancerV3.sol, the owner may add new token wrappers arbitrarily (which may not correspond to actual
lending protocols). Additionally, the owner may pause/unpause certain functionalities, such as rebalancing.

Recommendation: Limit the amount of centralized components in the system if possible. For example, if the underlying token is unlikely to change,
consider setting it upon contract construction and removing the corresponding setUnderlying() function. Additionally, this centralization of power
needs to be made clear to the users, especially depending on the level of privilege the contract allows to the owner.
Update: Idle Finance has removed the corresponding setter functions. The pausing centralization is mitigated as users may still redeem funds while the
contract is paused. The centralization around adding new wrappers is mitigated through the use of a delay-scheme, such that new wrappers only go
into effect after several days.

QSP-2 Missing onlyIdle modifier on mint() and redeem()
Severity: Low Risk
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleCompoundV2.sol
Description: For the functions IdleCompoundV2.mint() and IdleCompoundV2.redeem(), there is no onlyIdle modifier, whereas the modifier
exists in the corresponding functions in IdleCompound.sol, IdleFulcrum.sol, and IdleFulcrumV2.sol. This would allow funds stored in the
IdleCompoundV2 wrapper contract to be sent to an arbitrary address. Although the typical dApp workflow does not store funds directly in the wrapper
contract (in favor of storing balances in IdleToken, users interacting directly with the IdleCompoundV2 wrapper contract may mistakenly add funds
to the contract directly. Adding the onlyIdle modifier to these functions would mitigate these incorrect interactions.
Recommendation: Add the onlyIdle modifier to IdleCompoundV2.mint() and IdleCompoundV2.redeem().

QSP-3 Gas Usage / for Loop Concerns
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleRebalancer.sol, IdleToken.sol
Description: Gas usage is a main concern for smart contract developers and users, since high gas costs may prevent users from wanting to use the
smart contract. Even worse, some gas usage issues may prevent the contract from providing services entirely. For example, if a for loop requires too
much gas to exit, then it may prevent the contract from functioning correctly entirely. It is best to break such loops into individual functions as possible.
In particular, the rebalancing functions may require several loops in the bisection algorithm.
Recommendation: We recommend performing gas analysis to ensure that each loop-function will not run into gas limitations, particularly for large
inputs.
Update: Idle Finance has indicated that each iteration of the bisection algorithm consumes approximately 12,500 gas, so the limit of maxIterations
= 30 (as defined in the constructor) should be sufficient to avoid gas limits.

QSP-4 Clone-and-Own
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleMcdBridge.sol
Description: The clone-and-own approach involves copying and adjusting open source code at one's own discretion. From the development perspective,
it is initially beneficial as it reduces the amount of effort. However, from the security perspective, it involves some risks as the code may not follow the
best practices, may contain a security vulnerability, or may include intentionally or unintentionally modified upstream libraries.
In IdleMcdBridge.sol, there are several libraries that could be imported: IERC20, SafeMath, Context, and Address.
Recommendation: Rather than the clone-and-own approach, a good industry practice is to use the Truffle framework for managing library
dependencies. This eliminates the clone-and-own risks yet allows for following best practices, such as, using libraries.

QSP-5 Unlocked Pragma
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleMcdBridge.sol
Description: Every Solidity file specifies in the header a version number of the format pragma solidity (^)0.4.*. The caret (^) before the version
number implies an unlocked pragma, meaning that the compiler will use the specified version and above, hence the term "unlocked."
The file IdleMcdBridge.sol has several instances of unlocked pragmas throughout.
Recommendation: For consistency and to prevent unexpected behavior in the future, it is recommended to remove the caret to lock the file onto a
specific Solidity version.

QSP-6 Undocumented magic constants
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleAave.sol, GST2Consumer.sol
Description: There are several defined constants in the code that were unclear, and would benefit from added inline documentation:
• In IdleAave.sol, L161: the number 29;
• In IdleAave.sol, the constant on L143 of getApr(): 100/10^9;
• In GST2Consumer.sol, all numerical constants on L15, 19-20;
• In IdleRebalancerV3.sol, on L32, it is not immediately clear that the constant 100000 is 100%.

Recommendation: Add documentation describing these constants.

QSP-7 Use of ABIEncoderV2 still experimental
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: yxToken.sol
Description: Until solidity 0.6.0, the ABIEncoderV2 feature is still technically in experimental state. Although there are no known security risks associated
with it, these features should be used judiciously.
Recommendation: Upgrade the contracts to a more recent solidity version such as 0.5.16 or 0.6.6. All contracts that depend upon ABIEncoderV2
functionality should be tested thoroughly.

QSP-8 Unchecked constructor and setter address arguments
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleRebalancerV3.sol
Description: * In IdleRebalancerV3.sol, on L28, the constructor arguments _yxToken and _rebalancerManager were not checked to be nonzero.
• In IdleTokenV3.sol, the constructor and all setter functions should check that addresses are non-zero.

Recommendation: Add require statement ensuring that these parameters are non-zero.

QSP-9 Allowance Double-Spend Exploit
Severity: Informational
Status: Acknowledged
File(s) affected: IdleTokenV3.sol
Description: As it presently is constructed, the contract is vulnerable to the allowance double-spend exploit, as with other ERC20 tokens.
Exploit Scenario: An example of an exploit goes as follows:
1. Alice allows Bob to transfer N amount of Alice's tokens (N>0) by calling the approve() method on Token smart contract (passing Bob's address and
N as method arguments)
2. After some time, Alice decides to change from N to M (M>0) the number of Alice's tokens Bob is allowed to transfer, so she calls the approve()
method again, this time passing Bob's address and M as method arguments
3. Bob notices Alice's second transaction before it was mined and quickly sends another transaction that calls the transferFrom() method to
transfer N Alice's tokens somewhere
4. If Bob's transaction will be executed before Alice's transaction, then Bob will successfully transfer N Alice's tokens and will gain an ability to transfer
another M tokens
5. Before Alice notices any irregularities, Bob calls transferFrom() method again, this time to transfer M Alice's tokens.

Recommendation: The exploit (as described above) is mitigated through use of functions that increase/decrease the allowance relative to its current
value, such as increaseAllowance and decreaseAllowance.
Pending community agreement on an ERC standard that would protect against this exploit, we recommend that developers of applications dependent
on approve() / transferFrom() should keep in mind that they have to set allowance to 0 first and verify if it was used before setting the new value.
Teams who decide to wait for such a standard should make these recommendations to app developers who work with their token contract.

QSP-10 Function rebalance() may be blocked due to Fulcrum failure
Severity: Informational
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleTokenV3.sol
Description: On L508 of IdleTokenV3.sol, the modifier whenITokenPriceHasNotDecreased checks that function _rebalance can only be
executed when the iToken price has not decreased. However, since Fulcrum could get hacked (or the price of collateral may drop), it might not always
be true. When this happens, the system would not be able to rebalance/reallocate funds for a period of time.
Recommendation: There is a trade-off here -- including the modifier may cause delays in rebalancing, whereas removing it may cause adverse token
allocations to Fulcrum. Documentation should be added describing the need for the modifier if it remains.

QSP-11 Security of Idle contracts is dependent on underlying lending protocols
Severity: Informational
Status: Acknowledged
File(s) affected: IdleTokenV3.sol, IdleRebalancerV3.sol
Description: Although there is no immediate exploit known at this time, since protocol wrappers can be added arbitrarily in the future, this issue could
occur, and further unforeseen issues could arise in the existing underlying protocols.
Exploit Scenario: If a wrapped protocol P is attackable, possibly through (but not limited to) flash loans, the following could occur. Suppose initially all
funds are allocated to a secure protocol S.
1. Using a flash loan, the attacker creates a favorable price for P and invokes rebalance(). This causes the distribution to shift all underlying tokens
to P.
2. The attacker attacks P, which now has significantly more liquidity since all Idle funds are now allocated to it.

Recommendation: This issue is partially mitigated already for Fulcrum through checks on the iToken price, and further through the ability to pause
rebalancing. New wrappers should be added cautiously.

QSP-12 newIdleToken() may overwrite underlyingToIdleTokenMap[_token]
Severity: Undetermined
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: IdleFactory.sol
Description: If newIdleToken() is called with an existing _token address, the IdleToken contract referenced in the
underlyingToIdleTokenMap will be overwritten. It is not clear if this is intended functionality.
Recommendation: Document whether this is intended functionality. If not, prevent newIdleToken() calls with existing _token addresses.
Update: Idle Finance has addressed this concern through added documentation.

QSP-13 Gas constants may be affected by new EVM forks
Severity: Undetermined
Status: Fixed
File(s) affected: GST2Consumer.sol
Description: In GST2Consumer.sol, several constants are defined related to gas usage. Since op-code gas costs may be updated in new forks, this
may cause unforeseen gas issues in future forks.
Recommendation: Ensure that this functionality has been tested on the most recent EVM fork. In order to be resilient to future forks, onlyOwner setter
functions could be added to update the gas variables.
Update: this has been fixed through the use of an onlyOwner setter function for the gas variables.

Automated Analyses

Adherence to Specification
The code adheres to the specification provided, as well as the inline documentation.

Code Documentation
The code is generally well-documented. We suggest several improvements related to magic constants above in QSP-6. Additionally, we noted the
following:
• Update: fixed. In IdleTokenV3.sol, on L42 the comment "// Idle rebalancer current implementation address" does not relate to
the code below.
• Update: fixed. In IdleTokenV3.sol, comments describing userAvgPrices and userNoFeeQty should be added.
• Update: fixed. In IdleAave.sol, we recommend documenting that the Aave-Dai price will always be one-to-one (as per L133).
• Update: fixed. There are several spelling errors throughout: "possibile", "supplyied", "aum" (should be "sum"), "crete", "DyDc".

Adherence to Best Practices
The code does not fully adhere to best practices. In particular:
• Update: fixed. There is commented out code on L78-99 of iERC20Fulcrum.sol that should be removed if not needed.
• Update: fixed. Although the user is intended to interact with the dApp through an IdleToken (specifically through mintIdleToken()), the
user could instead try to directly interact with IdleCompound or IdleFulcrum, first transferring DAI to the contract and then attempting to
mint(). If that were the case, since the DAI transfer and mint() are not autonomous, a different user could scoop the minted tokens by invoking
mint() first. As an added precaution to prevent this scenario, it may be beneficial to restrict calls to mint() in IdleCompound and
IdleFulcrum to only be callable from the IdleToken contract.
• Update: fixed. On L91 of IdleFulcrum: "// q = a1 * (s1 / (s1 + x1)) * (b1 / (s1 + x)1) * o1 / k1", the "x)1" is a typo.
• Update: fixed. In IdleFactory.newIdleToken(), the address parameters should be checked to be non-zero with require-statements.
• Update: fixed. In IdlePriceCalculator.tokenPrice(), there should be a check that currentTokensUsed.length ==
protocolWrappersAddresses.length.
• Update: fixed. The conditional on L456 of IdleToken.sol could simply be the else-branch of the previous if-statement.
• Update: fixed. On L219 of IdleToken.sol, it is not clear what the comment "// We should save the amount one has deposited to calc interests"
is referring.
• Update: fixed. On L95 of IdleCompound.sol the constants 10**18 and 100 are used instead of the passed in parameters params[0] and
params[8].
• Update: fixed. In IdleCompound, IdleFulcrum, and IdleRebalancer, the constructors should check that the passed in addresses are nonzero.
• Update: fixed. In IdleRebalancer.sol, the comments on L110 and L128 do not appear correct.
• Update: fixed. Functions such as IdleToken.setProtocolWrapper() and IdleFactory.setTokenOwnershipAndPauser() should
check for non-zero arguments. Further, all the setIdleToken() functions should ensure that the _idleToken parameter is non-zero.
• In IdleRebalancerV3.setAllocations(), since _addresses should be equal to lastAmountsAddresses, you may as well remove that
argument and use lastAmountsAddresses. Update: setAllocations and the _addresses parameter are used to ensure that each
allocation submitted by an off-chain bot is for the correct lending protocol.
• In IdleDyDx.sol, in nextSupplyRateWithParams() why not just enforce length 1 for the input array? Update: The parameter is an array in
adherence with the ILendingProtocol interface.
• Update: fixed. L540 of IdleTokenV3.sol should be if (_skipWholeRebalance || areAllocationsEqual) instead of if
(_skipWholeRebalance || (areAllocationsEqual && balance > 0)). The reason is that once areAllocationsEqual is true, there’s
no need to rebalance even when the balance is not larger than 0.
• In IdleDSR.sol, since CHAI is a known token, the address could be declared as a constant instead of a constructor parameter. Update: this
approach maintains uniformity amongst the wrapper constructors.

Test Results
Test Suite Results
Tests could not be run due to several errors of the following form:
1) Contract: IdleFactory
"before each" hook for "allows onlyOwner to set newIdleToken":
Error: iDAIMock error: contract binary not set. Can't deploy new instance.
This contract may be abstract, not implement an abstract parent's methods completely
or not invoke an inherited contract's constructor correctly

Code Coverage
The code is generally well covered by the tests.
Update: Coverage of several new wrappers was reported as zero because mock files were tested instead of the primary contracts. We recommend
ensuring that the tests exercise code in the primary contracts.

Appendix
File Signatures
The following are the SHA-256 hashes of the reviewed files. A file with a different SHA-256 hash has been modified, intentionally or otherwise, after the
security review. You are cautioned that a different SHA-256 hash could be (but is not necessarily) an indication of a changed condition or potential
vulnerability that was not within the scope of the review.

Contracts
a7da0940ddc73580c1a43ffb08fc54eb72c3862b39151ca3806c8d460d523317 ./contracts/IdleToken.sol
f5d1283c6d8c3abe50ec56e0d281d1fbdd510a4f9bcc06389743426f7bc6bcbc ./contracts/IdleMcdBridge.sol
3ed46cded37c63a94c3a8f2e991f24692363501d3908dff58a690798be88d3b1 ./contracts/GST2Consumer.sol
687e4ce87df9548d5ca9029109b40d8cf5950bf6e79598e9061bbe910343db65 ./contracts/IdleFactoryV3.sol
1b71d60126140bee0151d9a14f439da36438b8309b8d4c6cb51e258d77d120c3 ./contracts/IdlePriceCalculator.sol
30ac9f8722b8a909a591f01c73d8938fbe5c44837828e636d24ff2535dfc7998 ./contracts/IdleRebalancerManagedSAI.sol
8f6c5cd63921e1fda822ae49d8b46d6d2ddea8a40e07f531e6f2bfcd88d2a102 ./contracts/Migrations.sol
c69e4d1ceb1d5de392cbce99e99c1711bb75809aec517f08bf2816fb3bbf99fb ./contracts/IdleConverter.sol
2103195f3b72217855b128fef260aaed27bf5ec06211c597ed2f18a0ff48930d ./contracts/IdleRebalancer.sol
1a27cb84cc602bdc390909706810f3d8954acbd4779fec59a35fe191d369977b ./contracts/IdleRebalancerManaged.sol
6826d086c0ef0040a9d7bee7d473129ca1c6b39e61b4a7b3f871b8ce39cc2125 ./contracts/IdleRebalancerV3.sol
fb1eff2373d3a42d4e72fd755e2582b90e2ad67704e8cc90e398445100ebfa08 ./contracts/IdleRebalancerV2.sol
65cc4dfa06935c88d2dee5c17f945598a31e1ed7ac49622bac243c3ad80145b0 ./contracts/IdleTokenV3.sol
ad06f4d48d32b629a8c22429393847198c07a3e13db95a04794ce9be205f1ca3 ./contracts/IdleFactory.sol
1947a90f55623687e9c0bd4df927521e4c0b1c72e00fa8b548f7cd26e2941c07 ./contracts/interfaces/IIdleRebalancerV3.sol
f27c3d26833b24484d1342d5d283c3134580228f32bc92f56194267c360a859a ./contracts/interfaces/CHAI.sol
fd8aae099194067e915d2c75d5a2b896047c770d3713367f0ca45b93f8c06896 ./contracts/interfaces/CERC20.sol
09fb5d6fa8ab60c8a2f05a532a32d015ffeb752f2af89cf26fa2e2ae45689aff ./contracts/interfaces/ILendingProtocol.sol
1c59e7b97e6a1daeb3e28c17cbacc16fc1f43d9d75f0f8ff98d6d6be8c2bdd64
./contracts/interfaces/AaveInterestRateStrategy.sol
0fff06617f8e242710241f6f79031791634f48594b4a95c40c76eb4f092b4895 ./contracts/interfaces/DyDxStructs.sol
a916bbebaee986add18e4fbe8b4ecf0c277d42f1aba8a199c607e6462690740a ./contracts/interfaces/iERC20Fulcrum.sol
47423349334ff83841eefbf697fb5cb563a00540238c94551d0fb65a871c47a1 ./contracts/interfaces/AaveLendingPoolCore.sol
63da38039a8da485e1423d2304ce02cb8ee9d36726af51a6eece69f3342074ba
./contracts/interfaces/AaveLendingPoolProvider.sol
36fd7013dcbc91fed72a7b4b238700ed329e9f4c8f65bf4bb61e7d56aed4de40 ./contracts/interfaces/IIdleToken.sol
30301e8f5b05b41739792cbc4d111497a162da1389cded8286ce190b30450fd5 ./contracts/interfaces/IERC20Mintable.sol
29285b930e67b7ea735bbbea99d237fb61caf88e1db46644e596be28574740e2 ./contracts/interfaces/AToken.sol
b8a8d2e3473e8fb7882d6853bdef96873be3cd04f6e5876101a31ac6aedfb0e1 ./contracts/interfaces/GasToken.sol
884d08635919f0e35a00ec7d112d1500c9a02a2c73e4d28b2831bfb5ea30329f ./contracts/interfaces/DyDx.sol
5f64ca993f1921f8ad762ad7d965c1f3ebf0bc9dcdbc2b5f87352905ce5552bb
./contracts/interfaces/WhitePaperInterestRateModel.sol
cd98ea7f6f6a89548e87c160784192711cb4456b99b83d6d9bed55924d54be34 ./contracts/interfaces/IInterestSetter.sol
1b4948713e74e5d41c65d0efc507b215bb5e12c0b3d70c505777d906756ff113 ./contracts/interfaces/PotLike.sol
7c77b9aa691b20eb39ee5de7d3c2ac0267a08855d147d85da4837ce42a749366 ./contracts/interfaces/AaveLendingPool.sol
3c1ae129915a7e520e45c0f8166b4ddea528c51cf628e42a0b060a0bf3aa6173 ./contracts/interfaces/IIdleRebalancer.sol
c1fcf7b34ec2322e8a4b7591b0357b83c5dcbc27d40b1ed3345ef1e81d847525 ./contracts/interfaces/RealUSDC.sol
9f60a566c1627196c5773b9820500dcdeefa046a5d55c1aa589f12ef2d062499 ./contracts/interfaces/IIdleTokenV3.sol
407987746f924a08ecd1dcb532a9c7f725f5c83af1c4647a9e54f3abc5852c37
./contracts/interfaces/UniswapExchangeInterface.sol
6980c3b47d8003dc9fc8a27bbb188b72111143f39b8b390f3cd3fd3239b96ecb ./contracts/libraries/DSMath.sol
decb61cc085a560159b3ead770ba65647b06825a76107c1dfe7321a0e7a2655e ./contracts/wrappers/IdleAave.sol
69f505d2ec04178181e51d53b0db80f2664c3dfaf6f703dd078fd77dd09943b4 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleDyDx.sol
0c9e31d8536413ae15cab4acb52a89a88ba5626d02c5898af02ee923a866ac18 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleCompoundV2.sol
c401c1c2b3c7401d7057290d7b4c19c38c64df3f1536b3e2cfda5830c9a0294e ./contracts/wrappers/yxToken.sol
8f4afda1871a0032d9a4345db7c813c57641aaa26bf5820d84a8575ee4300531 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleDSR.sol
1f969ae07d25f5e4d37a19da47090ac42c5d6211610e5644154457fd73e3b218 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleCompound.sol
bd986a82226229c205beea819c1e6c8bcc787d1c4eb93de54ca9f2199a3e4551 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleFulcrumV2.sol
0551e32195ebd28ddb560e44d0453509b6d277e99c68b7c8cee33216ab8ec756 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleEmptyWrapper.sol
4d8077d9010f19aa3ce66a7820408d90de26d12eb0f89989ebe05f19a21106d7 ./contracts/wrappers/IdleFulcrumDisabled.sol
502bb31812af58f5434dba75c74dc77410f2ba86ff768e520f546bc85402adbb ./contracts/wrappers/IdleFulcrum.sol
ee67157f43d4012112ac9eacfcabfc19b9e6dfc31cd6da8d527f02660434a0c0 ./contracts/mocks/GasTokenMock.sol
0d0d7a33c4e6a6af2ef2297c907d248dd73f037e4f2c1d1f6bba25eeb674d1b9 ./contracts/mocks/yxTokenNoConst.sol
e340339a3056a85c4b95475085973477b1947f572845f956188a0f335c1b16d0 ./contracts/mocks/aaveLendingPoolMock.sol
b0ad34f4051129dc489d8fc72a1cac5c3f446606fef779540d3cb1bc5e94fa0d ./contracts/mocks/IdleTokenV3NoGSTConst.sol
5dbee18a69267f0e5371e63337f84a279d6e111b86219dcda41fb2a3686a0523 ./contracts/mocks/aDAIWrapperMock.sol
88463972f83a0f0ad46bb2afec8655b835dbb367562aa38427532fb5da9f4ce5 ./contracts/mocks/IdleDyDxNoConst.sol
951907291c1cb63e4277882fc46caa58c5dc2acb408b213ab656284139d57183 ./contracts/mocks/ForceSend.sol
eee45c26850ff48a212118b6177d7c03cd52808c27bbe14d5d758e675f0a2a53 ./contracts/mocks/GST2ConsumerNoConst.sol
90b919b4fe4dd24626cd4e74457efcb70bc1a1dc816b87356d730b9ff8477195
./contracts/mocks/IdleFactoryWithFakeIdleToke.sol
1201d9273591b5e06b8672bb00623b4110fffb5d8e88126bf1ed602768fc28e8 ./contracts/mocks/yxTokenMock.sol
2b5367d30cc68984e5fd19fb00edae763387d9267c304da9defceb5500bdbc41 ./contracts/mocks/PotLikeMock.sol
ed19f0851eeb65c7e71d31f64d06924c291cdc72f040a24d0b24ef3ddf86afd0 ./contracts/mocks/WhitePaperMock.sol
35dd5262f678d84c856a5bec04427557cfe3b74b40d665c86f472873821aa244 ./contracts/mocks/cDAIWrapperMock.sol
8ae3248cd875a98ec314739ea158dea1867f21cee2343f1cde68f24d117ed7cb ./contracts/mocks/IdleDSRNoConst.sol
31b76cc87ad9d9fc076f874acb2441743a3e03252bb96c90dba51c9608344af6 ./contracts/mocks/IdleFactoryV3Mock.sol
7099f8842491a0365a938b5d4d9d8ab376d61509fb55216cd78f688366150dc5 ./contracts/mocks/IdleRebalancerMock.sol
09fec662a716ecee54f43cde3729ec75f86c971c6ba0332df9b0bb63da1016e9
./contracts/mocks/aaveInterestRateStrategyMock.sol
947f2647f15b25bca5d0536eebb6d3c17e48f62f3c9f5ebb11dfc87afa470769 ./contracts/mocks/DyDxMock.sol
480bdc5ea21bb0b94daabd59083f3e569461af6b55e6a99934f50e3a39034588
./contracts/mocks/aaveLendingPoolProviderMock.sol
ab019d28a60bd5f67bc6e32057762b16d44a758b53da33323b3ae894c73fab52 ./contracts/mocks/IdleTokenV3Mock.sol
ede542636b9da30fdb084641f1861c8a427f3c4d2deb023a33ddc345c3394e29 ./contracts/mocks/iDAIMock.sol
2a5c56bf959daec366c2da8a981267dc18e259f5a95289d3068a162d6d761ac3 ./contracts/mocks/CHAIMock.sol
27f6271ab7720b240afa66b0939fb56015f7d4e6f6a9cee1ed302d4f6bdf0ab6
./contracts/mocks/IdleTokenWithPublicRebalanceCheck.sol
e972b2d1effc9a30f7b669b7ee7002cf2b37af12c865480b1ece0288fe9552fd ./contracts/mocks/IdleAaveNoConst.sol
6843a4700f19e65ad47ebf5e68c1d64b1984d3e555448d2f443f439f5123fdff ./contracts/mocks/aDAIMock.sol
188954bd827ba57abd344b535f4874ec3228aac580c9c345cd3289a067017f70 ./contracts/mocks/aaveLendingPoolCoreMock.sol
7eb6168963078ef2020a249bb361a7ad9d62ba4a9ffeefbca76887035e8992a8 ./contracts/mocks/iDAIWrapperMock.sol
6fc5516cc22d96d09a26ebe72e063c1c641e12540ea7e1e7e7029eac12575f6f ./contracts/mocks/DAIMock.sol
1d7c7b5ce7327b85b257b499c5ced469502921dcca610d073b256e93bcb20a27 ./contracts/mocks/cDAIMock.sol
b2f71de6f973ef82989d17e3a49b6078bc0bf5709aeedf4b907c1e8fc10219c3 ./contracts/mocks/yxDAIWrapperMock.sol
ba059a425023d5d78340581297ce1ed0c09473f50df77e5f57b0cac32983318d ./contracts/mocks/InterestSetterMock.sol

Tests
e91ac369dca45132cd81b0ca0ab904d2b34df3f2629c04e6f840607ef22577ea ./test/IdleRebalancer.js
b51ee325a0012cf6d1d0bf35cbca7c6f051ab4d18d88814cfe5876ef8738f092 ./test/IdleFactory.js
87da3015ee1af076eeba6235cbd77885ebe02165f3f6a7620083caba20ff1bef ./test/IdleTokenV3.js
3dac1e2b666e3ad10f2e25607a9aaa6e87a94a5fcf057faff37ccc3b890aef20 ./test/IdleRebalancerV3.js
909a63e993ceef70b4aba31864da5a5fb9616ca9e39f1d6b4bf633bcb9e00e95 ./test/IdleRebalancerManagedSAI.js
63ed4ac8ac6e08f08d5ba0ff7a0b4ffc3fae0e4e43f44a9751e2851d38302808 ./test/IdleToken.js
cdc5a259d882b31303d9a0a289c5c8812628e56ebb5e547b0b2bdd00f66052a1 ./test/wrappers/IdleAave.js
862d86fa20d395131d095acaca2dd4da155ee69aa23571c3717877cc307d61e3 ./test/wrappers/IdleFulcrumV2.js
ceffc427e289f3eb961c89ca4546c3067e9f4df00a125bef6e17a1265ec9054c ./test/wrappers/IdleCompound.js
210e948ea7af581725cf88f2274534d1b84ddacf616f41b1e798c080a497d32d ./test/wrappers/IdleFulcrum.js
9c85f4c15d071719f4a0592d49c3754636ddad4a0a6f4e9042c1799f57f353c1 ./test/wrappers/IdleDyDx.js
4842b64798d9e966bc55b8ce566898cd43486096ae0358eb87756dc75df58940 ./test/wrappers/IdleDSR.js
44d49d5964f8720283f8e9e9f47a0ca24e7c6abe5e8588239826453553fc2309 ./test/wrappers/IdleCompoundV2.js
6fa9d286ff616a57ec13b5e008c7bb4c05eb0ae7f7238884b41d756bafdf975f ./test/wrappers/yxToken.js
a07b9f1edcb22f02e5eca0b6052fc4236c2d2e1906f8f7025607ffdb750c7550 ./test/wrappers/IdleFulcrumDisabled.js

About Quantstamp
Quantstamp is a Y Combinator-backed company that helps to secure blockchain platforms at scale using computer-aided reasoning tools, with a
mission to help boost the adoption of this exponentially growing technology.
With over 1000 Google scholar citations and numerous published papers, Quantstamp's team has decades of combined experience in formal
verification, static analysis, and software verification. Quantstamp has also developed a protocol to help smart contract developers and projects
worldwide to perform cost-effective smart contract security scans.
To date, Quantstamp has protected $1B in digital asset risk from hackers and assisted dozens of blockchain projects globally through its white glove
security assessment services. As an evangelist of the blockchain ecosystem, Quantstamp assists core infrastructure projects and leading community
initiatives such as the Ethereum Community Fund to expedite the adoption of blockchain technology.
Quantstamp's collaborations with leading academic institutions such as the National University of Singapore and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) reflect our commitment to research, development, and enabling world-class blockchain security.

Timeliness of content
The content contained in the report is current as of the date appearing on the report and is subject to change without notice, unless indicated otherwise
by Quantstamp; however, Quantstamp does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any report you access using the
internet or other means, and assumes no obligation to update any information following publication.
Notice of confidentiality
This report, including the content, data, and underlying methodologies, are subject to the confidentiality and feedback provisions in your agreement
with Quantstamp. These materials are not to be disclosed, extracted, copied, or distributed except to the extent expressly authorized by Quantstamp.
Links to other websites
You may, through hypertext or other computer links, gain access to web sites operated by persons other than Quantstamp, Inc. (Quantstamp). Such
hyperlinks are provided for your reference and convenience only, and are the exclusive responsibility of such web sites' owners. You agree that
Quantstamp are not responsible for the content or operation of such web sites, and that Quantstamp shall have no liability to you or any other person or
entity for the use of third-party web sites. Except as described below, a hyperlink from this web site to another web site does not imply or mean that
Quantstamp endorses the content on that web site or the operator or operations of that site. You are solely responsible for determining the extent to
which you may use any content at any other web sites to which you link from the report. Quantstamp assumes no responsibility for the use of thirdparty software on the website and shall have no liability whatsoever to any person or entity for the accuracy or completeness of any outcome generated
by such software.
Disclaimer
This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation provided for a limited review at the time provided. Results may not be complete nor
inclusive of all vulnerabilities. The review and this report are provided on an as-is, where-is, and as-available basis. You agree that your access and/or
use, including but not limited to any associated services, products, protocols, platforms, content, and materials, will be at your sole risk. Blockchain
technology remains under development and is subject to unknown risks and flaws. The review does not extend to the compiler layer, or any other areas
beyond the programming language, or other programming aspects that could present security risks. A report does not indicate the endorsement of any
particular project or team, nor guarantee its security. No third party should rely on the reports in any way, including for the purpose of making any
decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, in
connection with this report, its content, and the related services and products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the implied warranties
of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. We do not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume responsibility for any
product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the product, any open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or
information linked to, called by, referenced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any hyperlinked
websites, any websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and we will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring
any transaction between you and any third-party providers of products or services. As with the purchase or use of a product or service through any
medium or in any environment, you should use your best judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT,
ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED
UPON AS ANY FORM OF FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.
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